Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the weather forecast. Use the temperatures to complete the map.
The weather today is cool and raining
in Cairns and it’s cold and stormy in
Melbourne. It’s very hot and windy in
Darwin and it’s hot and sunny in Perth.
It’s very warm and foggy in Sydney and
it’s warm and cloudy in Adelaide.
It’s very cold and snowing in Canberra.

Darwin
Cairns

Sydney
Adelaide

Canberra

Perth

Melbourne

35ºC

32ºC

27ºC

23ºC

17ºC

12ºC

3ºC

2 Label the clothes.
anorak skirt woolly hat trousers scarf socks
cap hood wellies headband dress trainers
rain hat sandals cardigan T-shirt boots
b

e

d

c
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a

g
f
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the article and answer the questions.

1

Tony Flag’s New Film
Tony Flag is going to start a new film next week. The film is going to
be set in Granada. It’s going to be called The Red Place. Tony is going
to star in the film with his wife, Valerie Griffin. Tony and Valerie are
going to stay in Granada for three weeks. They are going to live in a
big house in the old city. The local television station is going to make
a documentary about the film. The documentary is going to be on
television next summer.
1 Who are Tony Flag and Valerie Griffin?

5 Where are they going to live?

______________________________________
2 When are they going to start the new film?

______________________________________
6 How long are they going to stay in Granada?

______________________________________
3 Where are they going to make the film?

______________________________________
7 What is the local television station going to do?

______________________________________
4 What is the name of the film?

______________________________________
8 When is the documentary going to be on the

______________________________________

television?

2

______________________________________

What

How

When

1 _______________________________________?
My sister’s going to look after our children.
2 _______________________________________?
I’m going to swim in the sea after work.
3 _______________________________________?
We’re going to film in the Alhambra in the mornings.
4 _______________________________________?
I’m going to study art in the afternoons.
5 _______________________________________?
I’m going to send letters to my fans by e-mail.

Who

Where
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2 Choose words to write questions for the interview with Tony Flag.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and circle the correct word.
In our house we use 1 renewable / nonrenewable energy. We get our electricity
from 2 solar panels / coal. We try to 3 save
/ waste electricity. We 4 always / never
turn off the lights. We often use natural
5

sunlight / lamps to do our homework.

We 6 sometimes / always have a shower.
We use the dishwasher and washing
machine during 7 the day / at night. We use
8

rechargeable / normal batteries in our

MP4 player. We always go by 9 bike / car
to school. We 10 switch on / switch off the
lights before we go to sleep.

2 Read and complete the text. Use the words in the box.
solar
gas
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renewable geothermal non-renewable wind coal hydroelectric
oil windmills wave and tidal solar panels electricity geothermal
uranium energy renewable biomass wave and tidal

There are different sources of 1__________________. Some are 2__________________ and
others are non-renewable. 3__________________ sources do not last forever. We should use
more 4__________________ sources because they do not run out. 5__________________,
6__________________, 7__________________ and 8__________________ are all non

renewable sources. 9__________________, 10__________________, 11__________________,
12__________________, 13__________________ and 14__________________

are all renewable sources. 15__________________ energy is from the sea and
16__________________ energy is from the heat in the earth. Some people make their own
17__________________. They use 18__________________ and 19__________________.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the sentences. Choose and write a material.
plastic

glass

wax

1

metal

wood

cotton

1 You can cut it, melt it and crush it. You can’t fold it. What is it? ________________
2 You can cut it, fold it, melt it and crush it. You can’t tear it. What is it? ________________
3 You can cut it but you can’t fold or melt it. What is it? ________________
4 You can cut it, fold it, crush it, melt it and tear it. What is it? ________________
5 You can cut it, fold it, crush it and tear it but you can’t melt it. What is it? ________________

2

6 You can cut it and melt it but you can’t crush it or fold it. What is it? ________________

80%

7 days

60%

1%

0ºC

about 50 litres

100ºC

about 200 litres

97%

2 litres.

1 How long can a person live without water? ______________________
2 How much water do you use in the shower for 5 minutes? ______________________
3 How much water does one person use in one day? ______________________
4 What percentage of the Earth’s surface is water? ______________________
5 What percentage of the Earth’s water is in the seas and oceans? ______________________
6 How much of the Earth's surface water can we drink? ______________________
7 What temperature does water freeze at? ______________________
8 What temperature does water boil at? ______________________
9 What percentage of the human body is water? ______________________
10 How much water should you drink every day? ______________________
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2 Use the clues to answer the questions.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and answer the questions.
1 What is the oldest part of the Houses of Parliament?
___________________________________________
2 Was it always the Parliament building?
___________________________________________
3 What was it in 1497?
___________________________________________
The oldest part of the Houses of
Parliament is Westminster Hall. The
Houses of Parliament was a palace.
The King and Queen lived in it in
the 15th century. There was a fire
in 1834 and the palace burnt down.
They built the new building in the
19th century. There is a clock tower
in the Houses of Parliament. The
famous bell, Big Ben, is in the tower.

4 Who lived there?
___________________________________________
5 What happened in 1834?
___________________________________________
6 When did they build the new building?
___________________________________________
7 Is Big Ben the name of the bell or the tower?
___________________________________________

2 Read the sentences and circle T (true) or F (false).

Ephesus

Machu Picchu
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Pompeii

Copan

1 In Machu Picchu they had mushrooms but they didn’t have snails.

T

F

2 In Copan they had avocados but they didn’t have olive oil.

T

F

3 In Ephesus they had grapes and sea urchins.

T

F

4 In Pompeii they didn’t have avocado or yucca.

T

F

• Read the sentences and write the names of the ancient cities.
1 In _______________ they had maize and yucca.
2 In _______________ they had grasshoppers and grapes.
3 In _______________ they had figs and garlic.
4 In _______________ they had frogs and chillies.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and answer the questions.

1
1 What time did he arrive at the bus station?

Sam arrived at the bus station at 9:30.
He travelled on the bus to the airport.
He arrived at the airport half an hour
later and he checked in an hour and a
half before his plane left. His plane left
at 12:00 and he flew to Paris. It took
him an hour and a half.

_______________________________________
2 What time did he arrive at the airport?
_______________________________________
3 What time did he check in?
_______________________________________
4 What time did his plane leave?
_______________________________________
5 What time did he arrive in Paris?
_______________________________________

2 Read the text and complete the index cards about the aircraft.

Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________

Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________

Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________

Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________

Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________

The hot air balloon flew in 1783. It could travel at 25 kilometres an hour and it carried 2
passengers. The glider flew in 1887. It could travel for 250 metres in 5 minutes. It didn’t carry
any passengers. The biplane flew in 1919. It could travel at 130 kilometres an hour and it
carried 12 passengers. The Zeppelin flew in 1936. It could travel at 135 kilometres an hour
and it carried 76 passengers. The jet plane flew in 1958. It could travel at 725 kilometres an
hour and it carried 36 passengers. The supersonic plane flew in 1969. It could travel at 2,180
kilometres an hour and it carried 144 passengers.
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Date:
____________
Speed:
____________
Passengers:
____________
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read and complete the text. Then write the name of the animal above each sentence.
______________________
1 50 years ago there _______________ 200,000 and now there _______________
only 3,700. They ________________ in Central and Southern Africa.
______________________
2 50 years ago there _______________ 60,000 and now there ________________
only 4,000. They ________________ in Asia.
______________________
3 50 years ago there _______________ 100,000 and now there _______________
only 5,000. They ________________ in the ocean.
______________________
4 50 years ago there ________________ 5,500 and now there ________________
only 110. They ________________ in Southern Europe.
______________________
5 50 years ago there ________________ 2,000 and now there ________________
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only 700. They ________________ in Central Africa.

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box.
raffle

petition

letters

market stall

sponsored walk

adopt

campaigns

There are many different wildlife _______________ to raise money. A _______________
is a letter to ask people to support a campaign. A _______________ is an event where
people promise to pay money for every kilometre you walk. A _______________ is an event
where you sell tickets and pick numbers for prizes. A _______________ is a type of shop
where you sell things to collect money. You can also write _______________ to international
organisations or _______________ an animal.
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Ready to read
Name:

Class:

1 Read the text and write the children’s names.

Anna is taller than Meg and David but she’s shorter than John. Meg is the shortest.
David is thinner than Meg and John but fatter than Anna. John is the fattest. Meg’s got
shorter hair than John and Anna but longer than David. Anna’s got the longest hair.

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box.

My _______________ pumps _______________ around
my body. The blood flows along my _______________
and _______________. It flows away from my heart along
my _______________. It flows back to my heart along my
_______________. My arteries carry _______________.
My veins carry _______________. My _______________
controls my heart beat automatically. The part of the brain
that controls my heart beat is called the _______________.
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blood veins brain stem heart veins arteries
oxygen brain arteries carbon dioxide
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Ready to read answers
Page 69
1
Darwin 35ºC
Cairns 17ºC
Sydney 27ºC
Perth 32ºC
Adelaide 23ºC
Melbourne 12ºC
Canberra 3ºC
2
a anorak, hood
b trousers, woolly hat, scarf, boots
c cap, skirt, sandals
d headband
e cardigan, dress, socks
f rain hat, wellies
g T-shirt, trainers
Page 70

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

renewable
solar panels
save
always
sunlight
always
at night
rechargeable
bike
switch off

2
There are different sources of energy. Some are
renewable and others are non-renewable. Nonrenewable sources do not last forever. We should use
more renewable sources because they do not run out.
Coal, gas, oil and uranium are all non renewable
sources. Solar, geothermal, wind, hydroelectric, wave
and tiadal and biomass are all renewable sources.
Wave and tidal energy is from the sea and geothermal
energy is from the heat in the earth. Some people
make their own electricity. They use windmills and
solar panels.
Page 72
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

glass
metal
wood
plastic
cotton
wax
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1
Model answer
1 They are actors.
2 They’re going to start next week.
3 They’re going to make the film in Granada.
4 It’s called The Red Place.
5 They’re going to live in a big house in the old city.
6 They’re going to stay for three weeks.
7 It’s going to make a documentary about the film.
8 It’s going to be on television next summer.
2
Model answer
1 Who is going to look after your children?
2 Where are you going to go after work?
3 When are you going to film in the Alhambra?
4 What are you going to do in the afternoons?
5 How are you going to write to your fans?

Page 71

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

7 days
about 50 litres
about 200 litres
80%
97%
1%
0ºC
100ºC
60%
2 litres
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Ready to read answers
Page 73
1
Model answer
1 Westminster Hall
2 No, it wasn’t.
3 It was a palace.
4 The King and Queen lived there.
5 There was a fire.
6 In the 19th century.
7 Big Ben is the name of the bell.
2
1 F
2 T
3 T
4 T

1
2
3
4

Copan
Ephesus
Pompeii
Machu Picchu

Page 74

1

1 Black rhinos. 50 years ago there were 200,000 and
2
3

now there are only 3,700. They live in Central and
Southern Africa.
Tigers. 50 years ago there were 60,000 and now
there are only 4,000. They live in Asia.
Blue whales. 50 years ago there were 100,000 and
now there are only 5,000. They live in the ocean.

4 Iberian lynx. 50 years ago there were 5,500 and
5

now there are only 110. They live in Southern
Europe.
Mountain gorillas. 50 years ago there were 2,000
and now there are only 700. They live in Central
Africa.

2
There are many different wildlife campaigns to raise
money. A petition is a letter to ask people to support
a campaign. A sponsored walk is an event where
people promise to pay money for every kilometre you
walk. A raffle is an event where you sell tickets and
pick numbers for prizes. A market stall is a type of
shop where you sell things to collect money. You can
also write letters to international organisations or
adopt an animal.
Page 76
1
Meg, David, Anna, John
2
My heart pumps blood around my body. The blood
flows along my arteries and veins. It flows away from
my heart along my arteries. It flows back to my heart
along my veins. My arteries carry oxygen. My veins
carry carbon dioxide. My brain controls my heart beat
automatically. The part of the brain that controls my
heart beat is called the brain stem.
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1
Model answer
1 At 9:30
2 At 10:00
3 At 11:30
4 At 12:00
5 At 13:30
2
The hot air balloon: 1783; 25km/hour; 2
The glider: 1887; 250m/5 minutes; 0
The biplane: 1919; 130km/hour; 12
The Zeppelin: 1936; 135km/hour; 76
The jet plane: 1958; 725km/hour; 36
The supersonic plane: 1969; 2,180km/hour; 144

Page 75
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